1.Hello! Everybody!

We are the International Joint Operating Committee of Atoztoken Platform.(below “IJOC”)

2.Thank you for using atoztoken.

3.Below, IJOC introduce atoztoken wallet to you.

4.Atoztoken is a fully open online payment platform like Alipay.

5.The difference is based on atoztoken.

6.Developed with highper-block chain technology, atoztoken is faster and safer.

7.Atoztoken wallet is also a mining machine.

8.With Atoztoken wallet, you can mine TOKEN digital assets or exchangeable digital trading
platforms.

9-1.Achieved reliability,other digital currencies, global interconnects, free connections, security ,
Atoztoken

can make

a peer-to-peer cross-border transmission.

9-2.Atoztoken recharge, cash withdrawal, complete decentralization, no fees
exchange, digital currency and exchange rate smooth.

10.Atoztoken is based on highper block chain.

11.Atoztoken is the beneficiary of Bitcoin and is the successor and developer of Bitcoin's
decentralized spirit.

12.Atoztoken realizes decentralized transactions and decentralized distribution, and Atoztoken

has

become the founder of human financial freedom.

13.Soon, you could buy directly digital currencies through the Atoztoken

digital assets in the other

international trading platform .

14.Atoztoken provides media for high-quality crowd funding projects and a convenient exchange
channel for national currencies.
15.Atoztoken can easily realize consumption in the world of food, clothing, housing, education,
tourism, entertainment, shopping, and so on.

16.Because Atoztoken is docking an international online shopping mall, border payment is simple
and convenient, Atoztoken digital assets are expected to surpass the current Ripple as well as Bitcoin
prices. This is Atoztoken Platform's promise.

17.Past and present of Atoztoken Platform are expected to surpass Bitcoin's glory !!!

18.The Atoztoken Platform technical team was founded in 2017 and optimized on the opencoin
algorithm and successfully developed Atoztoken Platform digital assets using cyclic computing.

19.1In the future, we will upload additional programs to improve the quality of our services.

19.1In 2018, the Atoztoken Platform mobile app will be released a

new payment platform that is

convenient, secure, and borderless.

20.IJOC have developed the Atoztoken Platform virtual currency as a fast and secure payment
platform and started with the name "International Wallet".

21.The international wallet has been developed on the basis of high-block-chain technology and is
a project based on the Atoztoken Platform involving co-developers from Russia and the United
States.

22.The Atoztoken Platformdevelopers have experienced a lot of I c o and many others have won
awards.

23.We started collecting users around the world as a strategy to put Atoztoken Platform on the
international wallet and make it practical.

24.As a way to attract users, IJOC has created the marketing plan as above, and September 2018
now, there are more than 200,000 members in about 10 countries based on Russia.

25.The growth rate of membership is beyond imagination.

26.Marketing system to recruit international wallet members is as follows:

27.You can open an account with an international wallet as a free or paid member(now paid member
only).

28.How to open your wallet can be done by downloading the application from the introducer and
signing in.

29. To become a paid member, you can purchase Atoztoken from your sponsor and deposit it in
your wallet.

30.There are two bankbooks in your wallet, one is a business cash wallet that you use like cash, and
the other is an credit interest wallet that grows your money.

31.It is automatically deposited by the system as 80% vs 20%.

32.(The token you buy is not deposited through the company but deposited directly into your wallet
with p2p)

33.The number displayed in the wallet is the token value, which is $ 0.1 per a token when converted
to $ in transactions.

34.There is no limit to the atozpay possesion of paid members, but you can get 0.2% interest every
day and convert to 6 times in 100 token units.

35.You can convert your business cash wallet to your credit interest wallet by multiples of six in 100
token units per day.

36.Business Cash wallets are available at merchants, and in the future, you can buy virtual currency
at the coin exchange or it will also be possible to exchange for cash.

37.At this time, 50% of the token number paid in the business cash wallet will be immediately
cashbacked to the credit interest wallet.

38.You can multiply the atozpay accumulated in your credit interest wallet.

39.If you convert atozpay in a cash wallet to your interest wallet, the converted atozpay will multiply
6 times.

40.Many members are multiplying the Token accumulated in the credit interest wallet by the six
multiple conversion.

41.Over time, the number of members will continue to increase, the 6x multiplication will be reduced
by 100% unit, and a new system will be added to protect the members' assets.

41.1The tokens accumulated on the credit interest wallet are moved to the business cash wallet by
0.2% each time you log in every day.

42.Tokens that has been moved to business wallet can be moved back to the credit wallet by 100
token units and are also credited to six times of the number of tokens that have been transferred
to the credit wallet.

43.However, you can not use tokens from a credit wallet. Only tokens transferred to a business
wallet are accepted.

44.To register as a paid member, many members are trying to buy a large number of tokens, but
token purchases are only possible through p2p transactions, and the Atoztoken platform does not
pay out the transactions.

45.The Atoztoken platformdoes not engage in the member's funding transactions and only provides
a secure platform.

46.The Atoz platform is designed for the purpose of collecting big data of members and

continuously supplying various contents to produce user’s profit for using contents.

47.Thank you.

